
NOVEMBER MONTH OF HOLY SOULS.

NOVEMBER MONTH OF HOLY SOULS:  It is part of our faith, and Tradition, that we routinely pray for our
deceased:  every time Mass  is  celebrated,  in  The Divine Office of  The Church,  in  our  private prayers,  and
obviously at a funeral, or on a visit to a cemetery or a Crematorium. However November is termed "The Month
of Holy Souls", and the church grants certain plenary indulgences during that month.

Usually, in a Parish, during November, Masses are offered specifically for people on the "November Dead List".
The number of Masses offered varies from priest to priest and Parish to Parish. In some, it may be one on a
particular day every week, or one Novena of Masses (Nine masses.)  The pattern your P.P. is familiar with, and
has practiced in every Parish, is that Mass is offered, where possible, every day for those on the List except
when there is a funeral, or another specific intention requested. Essentially, "The November Dead List" is, in
fact, all the individual lists submitted collated to form one List  that is "your list" is part of the bigger list, and
not a separate list. Which again, is why if you want a specific mass in November, for your deceased relatives,
you need to ask now, because those names submitted as part of The November Dead List are part of one list
and  that means your deceased relatives and friends are included in the multiple Masses offered, not just the
one. (We remind you that to have specific Masses offered throughout the year, as well, is good practice.)

Anyone who wants a specific intention, on a particular date, - say for an anniversary – should send in that
request as soon as possible, as priority, otherwise, will be given to those on The N.D.L .. Every November Dead
List Mass is for EVERY person on the List, and not specific individuals or families."     (Your P.P. remembers that
when he was a child, this mysterious list  "The November Dead List" was published on a Cathedral Notice
Board. Nobody explained to him that there were not many more fatalities in November!) In each Parish what
happens with the List differs nowadays.  However, as it  is likely as the envelopes may contain confidential
information they will not be put out publicly. As with all prayer it is not whether the intentions are publicly
recorded,  anywhere,  but  whether  or  not  The  Church  prays!  (Indeed  the  GDPR  Laws  require,  in  general,
personal details of any kind should not "be published".)

It is traditional to include an offering with "The List" in the same envelope.   As with Mass Offerings, people  
often include confidential information in the envelope, and so whether it is put in The Collection basket or
posted through the door at ST MARY''S PRESBYTERY it must, and      will,  be only opened by your P.P  . For
example, if a Mass Envelope says "Private Intention" on the front then frequently inside there is a note sharing
with the priest what that intention is. Or it is not unknown, that a deceased person may be a child that other
people may not know had ever been conceived/born, or a name of someone people don't want publicly shared
(because  it  is  a  private  family  matter.) No  person,  or  committee,  can  override  GDPR  or  a  confidential
transaction.


